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I. U. S. Operations

Little America Station

Construction is proceeding slowly with the onset of tblder weather and
fall storms. By March 8 the meteorological inflation shelter and the geo-

magnetic absolute and variation buildings were still to be erected. The
latter two structures will not be undertaken until later, as observations
will not begin until 1957. The rawin towerwas 1010 completed, the tunnel
system 70%, and the communications building and accessories 85%.

Comdr, Herbert W. Whitney, commanding officer of the Mobile Construction
Battalion (Special), which is building and manning the U. S. IGY Antarctic
stations during this season, has observed interesting changes in the Kainan
Bay area. On March 1 he reported that large masses of ice had broken OU,
presumably from the shelf, and had gone to sea. Cracks had begun to appear

in the ice inland from the shelf edge. A low east-west valley north of the
station about halfway between it and the shelf edge, termed "Crevasse Valley",

was developing cracks in addition to those which gave it its name. However,

no further disturbances of this kind have taken place since the beginning of

March.

February at Little America came to an end with high winds and heavy snow.
These conditions were ameliorated by the 20 0 F, average temperature during

this period. By March 8 the average daily temperature was - . 3° F. with light
to moderate winds and light snow falling from cloudy skies.

The 200,000 philatelic covers sent by collectors for cancellation in
the Antarctic will not be returned this season. Manpower shortages have pre-

vented handling of this mail during Operation Deepfreeze I. The covers will
be cancelled during the winter for return to the U. S. on Operation Deepfreeze

II.
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The 70 wintering-over personnel at Little America and the 93 men at Mc-
Murdo Sound have been tempted by IGY food supplies in the absence of adequate
provisions for the present season. Whole canned and smoked hams, pork loins,
frying chickens, turkeys, dry yeast and confectioner's sugar from the Byrd and
Pole Station provisions will require replacement on Operation Deepfreeze II.

McMurdo Station

This station has been named Williams dr Operations Facility after SeaBee
Construction Driver 3rd Class Richard Thomas B. Williams, who lost his life
early in January when the D-8 Caterpillar tractor he was driving broke through
the ice of McMurdo Sound.

The icebreaker Glacier arrived at McMurdo Sound on March 2 with the replace-
ment IGY Representative. His predecessor had cached and marked with flags the
IGY supplies for the Pole Station, having had to dig out the cache from the ac-
cumulated drift once during the process.

By March 8 five buildings remained to be erected. The antenna system and
a major portion of the electrical wiring of the station was complete.

Three-hourly surface weather observations were begun on March 9. By April
15 it is expected that a full program of meteorological observations, including
upper-air soundings, will be in effect.

Byd Station Trail Operations

On February 27 a tractor train left Little America for Cache No. 5, 250
miles along the trail to the proposed Byrd Station site. On the first day out
the group covered only 15 miles, having been delayed by a heavy snowfall and
zero visibility. After further delays incurred by whiteouts, the tractor train
reached a point 110 miles from Little America on March 2 Here it encountered
many unmarked crevasses on the route laid out by the reconnaissance party in
January. A tractor was successfully extricated from a shallow crevasse on this
day.

Other'crevasses in the area were more formidable. One was reported by the.
party leader Chief Machinist Victor Young as 14 feet wide and 100 feet deep. On
March 3 the group remained idle because of poor visibility, but on March 4 they
began filling crevasses by bull-dozing snow into them, While this work was pro-
gressing on March 5, the 35-ton D-8 Caterpillar driven by SeaBee Construction
Driver 2nd Class Max R. Kiel broke through the snow surface into an undetected
crevasse. The driver and the tractor were lost,

In view of the hazardous trail conditions the tractor train was ordered back
to Cache No. 2, 100 miles out, to stock their drummed fuel there before returning
to Little 41merica. On March 8 the party was still making its way back to Kainan

Bay.

In memory of the deceased tractor operator the aircraft landing area at

Little America has been designated the Kiel Airstrip,
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Air Operations

The UC-1 DeHavilland Otter based at Little America was flown locally in
late February for photographic and reconnaissance purposes. The changing con-
ditions of Kainan Bay were the particular object of aerial photography.. On
March 4. the plane was damaged when contact with a guy wire of the rhombic an-
tenna system caused the loss of the left wing tip..

Valuable salvage ha been taken from the P2V Neptune which crashed in the
jungle in Venezuela on February 8 while on its way to the Antarctic for search
and rescue work.. On February 28 it was reported that over $100,000 worth of
electronic and special equipment had been carried out from the wreckage by
local inhabitants assisted by the Venezuelan National Guard and oil company
employees..

Sea Operations

On March 2 the Glacier arrived at McMurdo Sound from Port Lyttleton, N. Z.,
towing behind her a second YOG oil barge to be frozen in for the winter. During
the violent weather on the way down,. the YOG iced up so badly that the icebreaker
had to lie to on several occasions in order to permit the barge crew to chop
loose some of the accumulated weight.

On March 8 the Glacier was mooring the YOG she had towed to McMurdo Sound
and the YOG towed down earlier in the season. A dock was cut in the fast ice
on the north side of Hut Point to accommodate the 

two 
oil barges.. During this

operation the Glacier suffered damage to her rudder stock, which she reported
on March 5 was twisted seriously out of line.. There is no loss in the ship's
capability however.

On completion of the mooring job the icebreaker proceeded to Kainan Bay
on March 9 with cargo and flail for Little America. She took aboard non-wintering
personnel and on March 9 commenced the circumnavigation of the Antarctic Con-
tinent to inspect possible sites for the Weddell and Knox Stations.

The icebreaker Eastwind meanwhile has been idle in McMurdo Sound because
of damage to her port propellor shaft. The shaft had been broken in the ice,
reducing her speed to 10 knots and rendering her icebreaking potential poor.
She has been buffeted repeatedly by high winds and heavy seas. On February 28
a 72 mile-per-hour wind loaded the vessel with 300 tons of ice formed from
flying spray and turned over one of her helicopters, , which had been tied down
on the sea ice.. On March 8 winds reported at 70 to 90 knots and rough seas
caused the broken shaft to back out against the cable which had been rigged
to secure it in position.. To avoid hazard to the rudder,. it was planned to
drop the propellor and broken shaft segment before departing for New Zealand.
Concern. is felt for the Eastwind's starboard screw, as well,.. which has devel-
oped a vibration that must be investigated in New Zealand. She departed Mc-
Murdo Sound on March 9..

The third icebreaker of the Task Force, the Edisto, has been ordered to
remainin Wellington for towing or escorting the Eastwind, as necessary. She
requested an R6D aircraft, the Navy version of a DC&, to fly 65 penguins from
New Zealand to Washington, D. C. Mr. Malcolm Davis of the National Zoological
Park has lost 15 of his protgs on the Edisto because of the pitching and
rolling of the vessel. He feared the loss of more unless a pressurized air-
craft was assigned for their transport. Unfortunately, the plane is not avail-
able for this purpose.
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Cosmic ray program equipment installed on the cargo vessel Arneb for-
Operation Deepfreeze I will remain aboard the ship for use during Operation
Deepfreeze II next season.

The cargo vessel Greenville Victory, en route from New Zealand to the
Panama Canal, was ordered off course to participate in the rescue of the crew
of the balsa wood raft Cantuta, which had drifted helplessly in a whirlpool
until food supplies were exhausted. The crew of five, including one woman,
which had been on a movie-making drift to the South Seas from Peru, was taken
aboard the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office survey ship Rehoboth.. After baths,

food, and sleep on the Rehoboth, the crew and raft were transferred on March 3
to the Greenville Victory for Panama. Motion and still pictures of the rescue
were made by a Task Force photographic unit on the Greenville Victory.

The cargo vessel Wyandot departed Auckland, N. Z., on March 7 for Buenos
Aires, Argentina, there she will arrive for a four-day's stop-over on March 26.

Return - of'- Rear Admiral R. E. Byrd

Rear Admiral Richard B. Byrd, Officer in Charge, U. S. Antarctic Programs,
arrived in Washington on March 13, having recently concluded his fifth visit
to Antarctica. He was warmly greeted by leading government officials and USNC-
IGY representatives. At a press conference held at the Pentagon immediately
after his arrival, Adm. Byrd reviewed the work performed during Operation Deep-

freeze I, which is now concluding its effort in the Antarctic. During his
remarks, he heartily congratulated the personnel of Task Force 43 on the success
of the mission, stressed the value of international cooperation, and commended

the USNC-IGY for its imaginative scientific program.

II. Operations of Other Countries

Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition

On February 25 the Theron put into Montevideo, Uruguay, on her return
voyage from the Weddell Sea to England. Dr. Vivian B. Fuchs, leader of the
Expedition announced that the Shackleton Station at 77°56'S, 37°16'W will have

only eight men wintering-over this year. The 829-ton motor vessel must under-
go urgent repairs of damage to her bow caused by the heavy pack ice encountered.

Australia

The Australian station at Mawson reported a sudden increase of more than
50 percent in the intensity of cosmic radiation on February 24. The increase
lasted about two hours and was accompanied by a complete radio blackout. The

blackout continued the next day during a severe magnetic storm,

United Kingdom

It has been reported by the British Colonial Office that two additional
Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey stations have been established near the

Palmer Peninsula. The royal research ship Shackleton landed six men with sup-
plies on an island off the Danco Coast. At the same time the John Biscoe
larded twelve men with their equipment on an island off the Loubet Coast. The

exact locations are not yet available.
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On February 26 it was reported that the icebreakers Ob and Lena were beset
in the ice some distance from the Mirny Station. By February 29 one of the ships
had broken out and commenced a three-months's voyage along the eastern coast
of iintarctica, during which Soviet scientists will study ocean currents.

A 1625--mile-reconnaissance flight by a plane based at Mirny was reported
on March 6, The ten-hour flight as far as 76'S established the possibility
of setting up inland stations between the coast and the South Pole.
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